Research and Planning

We are all familiar with Bertrand Russell's famous nonquestion, "Who shaves the barber?" The barber's quandary, it will be recalled, stemmed from the fact that in his community he shaved every man who did not shave himself and he shaved no man who shaved himself. I have referred to this as a nonquestion because, although at first blush it looks like a question and parses as a question, the attached definition of the barber's domain precludes a proper answer. In our family we have an in-joke that ends, "Ask a silly question and you get a silly answer." I should like now to suggest that, if you ask a nonquestion, you get a nonanswer.

Nonquestions may be more common than is generally supposed. We in science and science administration are frequently asked, "How do you plan research?" Albert Szent-Györgyi,* drawing on his long and fruitful career, has written: "... research means going out into the unknown with the hope of finding something new to bring home. If you know in advance what you are going to do, or even to find there, then it is not research at all: then it is only a kind of honorable occupation."

And again: "... when I go home in the late afternoon from my laboratory I usually do not know what I am going to do the next day. That depends on what I found today, and I need time to digest it, which I mostly do overnight."

Research is the invasion of the unknown. One may traverse previously mapped territory, planning one's course in some detail until one reaches the border of terra incognita. At this boundary, there must be an abrupt change in strategy. The jungle is dense, perception is limited. One cannot know where one will be a day hence, one cannot be certain of either distance to be covered or direction to be taken. In short, one cannot plan.

The best one can do is prepare for contingencies. Supplies and navigational tools may be acquired and survival skills may be learned—but these may never be needed, while others, soon to be needed, may be overlooked. As one trudges through the jungle, foresight is generally limited except when an occasional clearing is encountered. Once the trail has been blazed, to pave it into a road can be a planned operation; but, as Szent-Györgyi points out, this is no longer research.

If research is equated with a form of intellectual endeavor that cannot be planned, then the question, "How do you plan research?" translates into, "How do you plan that which cannot be planned?" This is clearly a nonquestion. If a resolution is needed it may be sought in the realm of trans-science,† where unanswerable but superficially scientific questions find operational solutions in the legal and legislative techniques of adversary confrontation, advocacy, and the polling place. Preparations for the conduct of research (for example, funding and training) may be planned, but the research proper remains an unplanned exercise.
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